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Knights break Moccasin jinx

See
Sportsweek
page15

INSIDE

FUTURE

D Some comical reading is featured in.
Book Shelf, see Encore, page 11
D UCF rolls over the Moes at last, see
Sportsweek, page 15
D More math and English required, see
page 18

-
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UCF owes more than $9,000;

Dean's movers suing
Soft selr
An
Air
Force
recruiter makes t1lls pitch .
to a UCF student
Wednesday morning.
The Air Force Van was
on campus this week,
displaying Air Fo.-ce
t.echnology.

•

•

·Eileen Samelson/Future

Reese: America's faith in
free press is dwindling
by Deborah Parritt
Future news

•

•

The American people's opinion of
the press is "damn near as low as it is
of Congress,'' according to Orlando
Sentinel columnist Charley Reese:
Reese made his comments at the
Feb. 4 meeting of the Society of
Professional Journalists at UCF.
After incidents like the Pulitzer
prize-winning story by Janet Cooke,
Reese said this loss of confidence is
understandable.
Cooke's story, published in the
Washington Post, was about an 8-·
year-old drug addict living in
Washington, D.C. It won her the
award and later proved to be false.
If she had written that story for
another paper it would not have been
printed, Reese said. He charged The
Washington Post with becoming too
arrogant to check the story properly.
"If you lose your credibility
so
them
(the
readers)
that
they
no
abuse
longer believe what you are doing, the
distrust for the press will filter up into

and

the judicial system,'' Reese said.
He also said the belief that the First
Amendment guarantees freedom of
the press is "horsefeathers." The
press .is free only as long as people
want a free press, he ~aid.
We are living in the age of "finance
journalism" where more and more
communications are concentrated into fewer and fewer corporate hands,
Reese said. ''These corporations are
controlled by corp.o rate managers
who don't give a damn about journalism,'' Reese said.
Reporters are employees ·of large
corporatio~ and conform to a consensus of opinions, Reese C<?ncluded.
An example 'of this, he said, was the
political press. They travel together
and read each other's papers to find
out what their peers think before
deciding on what to write, Reese said.
Although professional ethics was
the. topic of his speech, .Reese was
glad to share his opinions on other
subjects with the journalism class he
spoke with on Friday at UCF.

by Andrea 0. Farr
Future news

Dr. Ralph Llewellyn, dean of Arts
and Sciences, UCF President Trevor
Col~ourn and UCF are being sued
by United Van Lines for payment on
a $15,800 moving bill.
~
The dispute over the bill has been
raging since the university moved
Llewellyn 950 .miles from Brazil,
Ind., to Oviedq, in · August 1980.
Llewellyn was hired that year to
head UCF's College of Arts and
Sciences.
State Comptroller, Gerald Lewis,
refuses to authorize full payment of
the bill, because the weight of
Llewellyn's load exceeded ·a
15,000-pound limit, which the
Department of Administration sets

for moving state employees.
H0wever, in November 1980, the
state paid about $6,000, which covers
the transport of 7 1/2 tons of
Llewellyn's belongings.
Before United filed suit Jan. 18,
1983, UCF proposed to pay United
$6,000 to $8,000 in July 1981, according to university - attorney,
Ashmun Brown. B~t Lewis refused
to pay any more toward the $15,800
bill.
The Florida Board of Regents,
Lewis, Gladys Horton, UCF's director of purchasing, and Llewellyn's
wife, Diane, are also being sued. The
moving company wants $9,800, the
unpaid balance, plus interest accumulated since Sept. 30, 1980.
Llewellyn, page 3

·Committee looks
to streamline·
·commenc·ements

l .
Charley Reese

"I am challenging assumptions,"
Reese said about his column.
"I will take an issue and look at it,
then take one side of that issue and
argue it just as hard as I can," .he
said. He said his extreme viewpoints
make people so mad that they will be
forced to think more about the issues.
\

Reese, originally from Georgia, has
never attended college. He said that
journalism was a trade in which the
t.echnical aspects could be learned in
six months on the job.
He beg~ working in a printing
press at 13, and started as a reporter,
contributing stories to daily papers

Z-Z-Z-Z-Z
Not even the cold weather could keep this student awake long enough to turn a page.

.

~se,

page 18

Increasing · class sizes have forced
UCF administration officials to consider . alternate commencement
ceremonies for 't his spring' s class of
about 1,400 students.
On Feb. 4, Dr. ·LeVester Tubbs, vice
president of Student Affairs; Provist
Leslie Ellis; s~dent body President
'lioo Perez; and various deans al)d st.aff
members met to review past graduation
procedures and to prepare a recommendation to President Trevor
Colbourn on this spring' s commen- .
cement procedure. They were to
decide ·on a final recommendation
today. .
The committee, recognizing that
last December's graduation was three
tO four hours long in the hot, crowded
school gymnasium, settled - on ·six
possible plans.
Two are variations of a plan that
would award degrees en masse. Either
before or after the single ceremony,
the colleges would split up and individually hand out diplomas . .
The committee is also considering
having separate ·ceremonies for each
college with no class-wide ceremony.
Another proposal is to hold commencement at the new Orange Coun.:
ty Convention Center. The high cost
of this propo~ makes it the least
likely option available, according to
committee member Dr. K. Phillip
Taylor. The cost would be $5,000 per
day plus security rental.
The fifth proposal would retain the
-present procedure of ha~g one
ceremony and recognizing each
Commencement, page 4

Engineering students to drop eggs
Engineering students will get a chance to test
classroom theories at the Engineering Far Feb. 15 and 16
atUCF.
.
Camps engineering societies will feature competition in
bridge building at 2 p.m. Feb 15; an egg drop from the .
roof of the engineering building at 10 a.m. Feb. 16. and a
paper airplane contest in the UCF gym at 2:30 p.m. Feb.
16.
About a dozen engineering-related industries will
display exhibits in the Engineering Building.

Jewi~h

center to present family show

The Jewish Community Center will present "Gal
Galim" at 8 p.m., Feb. 13 at the Maitland Civic Center.
"Gal Galim" is a family-Oriented show that features
balalaika renditions of Russian folk music, Yiddish
melodies, classical xylophone selections, and Israeli,
Yemenite and American songs.
Tickets
$4.50, $6.50, and $8.50 and are available at
the Jewish Community Center in Maitland. For more·information, call 645-5933.
·

•

are

,.

Rape movie to be shown at Commofls

Accounting students to hear broker
Mr. MarkAbramson of Prudential Bache Securities
will speak. -. on ''Working With Your Stockbroker'' before
the Student Accounting Society and Beta Alpha Psi on
Feb. 14 at 3 p.m. in PH 115. Allint.erested students and
faC\llty are invited to attend.

The resident assistants of Brevard Hall will conduct a
rape/assault prevention seminar Feb. 15 at 7;30 p.m. in
the Commons building. The program will include the
fihn, "How to Say 'No' to a Rapist and Survive." All
students and faculty are invited to attend.

Computer sci_entists fo meet in Orlando
The Association for Computing Machinery will host an
international computer science conference Feb. 15-18 at
the Sheraton-Twin Towers on Major Boulevard.
The agenda features speakers, exhibits by computer
manufactureres and trade publishers, and an employment register. The fee for attending the conference is
$10 for students and $75 for ACM non-members. There is
also a special one-day fee.
For further iiiformation, call the computer science
department, x-2341.

Last day to apply for RA position
Applications for resident assistants for fall 1983 are due today at 5 p.m. in
the Housing Office. The requirements for the position are two semesters living
experience in a ~idence hall (one semester at UCR), and an overall 2.5 GPA.
Also, the applicant must plan to live on C81:DPUS for the fall '83 and spring '84
semesters.
For further information, call x-4676.

Class credit offered for China tour
Students can earn up to six hours in college credit 'by participating in a tour
of China offered by UCF.
The 20-day tour _of the People's Republic of China and Hong Kong begins
June 19 in San Francisco. Included in.the trip will be a visit to Canton, China's
gateway and chief trading port; Sian, where terra-cotta soldiers dating to 221
B.C. guard the tomb of China's first emperor; the Garden of Mandarin Yu with
its zigzag bridge in Shanghai; the Forbidden City and the Great Wall in
Peking.
Dr. Patricia Manning from the college of education will lead the study group.
She visited China in 1980 and 1981. Participants will cover substantial
territory in a short time, experience different climat.es, terrains and physical activities,'' Manning said. ''It requires stamina,'' she said.
transfers and baggage handling. ·
Application deadline is March 1.
For more information, call Manning
at 267-1006 or x-2426.
Cost is $3,100, which includes transportation from San Francisco, hotels
and meals in China, lectures, plane

Future
Management Positions Available
Application Deadline-February 25, 1983
The Future Newspaper Is currently looking fo~ applicants
for the positions o.f Editor in Chief and Business Manager
for Summer, 1983.
Editor In chief
Duties: Overall responsibility for publication and management of w~kly campus
newspaper. Determines editorial cont.ent and policies, appoints and supervises staff of
student writers and editors. Oversees newspaper's business manager and busin!!SS
department,. and serves as a member of the university's Board of Publication.
EligibWty: Candidates must have a minimum of a 2.0 grade-J)oint average at UCF, be
at least a second semester fres~ and must have been enrolled full time at the
university since at least fall semester of 1981. In addition, candidates must have worked
for the Future for at least two semesters, which may include the spring semester of
1982, and show their experience andlor academic achievement in reporting, editing and
communication law.
Application: Applications are available in the Future's business office, phone
275-2865. Completed applications must be received by midnighe February 25, 1983 to be
I
considered.

•

. Business Manager
Duties: Directly responsible for financial management of weekly campus newspaper,
including the raising of money through advertising, budget preparation, purchasing,
payroll and circulation. Supervises advertising silles and production and staff of student salesmen and make-up personnel Responsible to newspaper's edit.or in chief and
serves as a member of the·university's Board of Publications. Salary is '50 per week plus
1 percent of all sales commission.
Eligibility: Candidates must have a minimum of 2.0 grade-po~t average at UCF, be
at least a second semester freshman, and must have been enrolled full time at the
university since at least fall semester of 1981. Candidat.es must show their experience
andlor academic achievement in business management.
Application: Applications are available in the Future business office, phone 275-2865.
Canpleted applications must be reooived by midnight FebIUary 25. 1983 to be considered.

•

..
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Senate to Send mem_bers to D.C. for workshops
by Roger Simmons .
Future news

The Student senate Feb. 3 vot.ed ro
send six senarors ro a· convention in
Washington, D.C.
The senate also vot.ed ro deny a
senate nomination, then lat.er reversed its decision and approved the
nominee.

Senators Dave Kiser, Robert
Burkett, Monty Knox, Luci Johnson,
Cindy Spraker and Janet Bush will
atten.d the American Student
Association convention with student
body President Tico Perez from Feb.
11 to 14. According to Perez, the
senat.ors will learn lobbying tactics
and other information which they can
put oo use next year as members of
SG.

Llewellyn --frompageI
United is also suing for punitive
damages.
According to Brown, United first
estimated that it would cost $8,600
to move 30,635 pounds for
Llewellyn. UCF submitted the bid
on Aug. 11, 1980 . to the state
Department of Administration,
whos~ approval was required before
UCF could move Llewellyn. The
department approved the request,
even though UCF did not specify the
amount of weight to be moved.
Complications arose when United
discovered it had underestimated
the cost by almost half.
Whe~ movers began loading in
August, they discovered Llewellyn
had added 26,925 pounds to his
belongings. This raised the cost of
transport to- about $15,800 for a
total of 57,560 pounds. Some of the
items to be moved included 20
bicycles, 3 rabbit pens, a bale of hay
and lumber.
On August 26, 1980, United
notified Horton of the new cost.
Horton responded the next day,

..

The senate's $625 alloeation for the Panlilio was interviewed by the Electrip will come out of a working fund tions and Appointments committee,
' designat.ed for registration and fees. which recommended that Panlilio not
The rot.al cost for the trip is $2,629, be approved.
with the executive branch picking up
According to committee chairman
the remaining $2,004 out of its travel Kathleen Johnson, the committee felt
budget.
that Panlilio wanted the job of
Perez nominat.ed Eva Panlilio ro fill senator only to enhance her social life.
a vacant Arts and Sciences seat, subInitially, the senate accept.eel the
ject to senate approval. Before the committee's recommendation and
senate voted on accepting her,
Senat.e, page 19

Club rekindles old interest
in university preserves
The original 1978 proposal was
reviewed by the University
Ecological Committee and
UCF may set aside 20 to 40 acres presented tq the administration,
of undeyeloped land to serve as a which never , formally responded.
"museum" and outdoor laboratory The student senate, however, had
for biological science, art and en- passed an amendment supporting
vironmental engineering students.
the preservation of ecologically and
The Natural Preserve System was educationally important land in
Dean Ralph Llewe~yn
originally proposed _by Dr. I. Jack February of that year, according to
Stout, a·ssociate professor of Rick Smith, acting president of the
writing that she had "receiv~d ap- biological sciences, in March 1978. Biology Club.
propriate authorization" and told Stout said some areas of scrub
In an editorial letter to·the Future
the- company to continue moving vegetation facing Alafaya Trail, on Feb. 4, the UCF Biology Club·
Llewellyn's belongings. Horton land around Lake Claire, and a urged the administration to carefulrefused to comment on who gave her Cypress dome in the woods behind ly plan for campus growth. While
the authorization to approve the the ROTC portables, are particular- Smith described the administramove after the revision. The move ly important for study and preser- tion's attitude as fairly positive, he
was to be paid for when completed. vation.
added, "they aren't willing to say
He added that unchecked develop- 'this land is set aside as a preserve.'
By Sept. 3, 1980, United com- ment of the university could destroy
They need to make a commitment
pleted the 28-ton move to Oviedo. these areas.
that 'this parcel of land will
An invoice was sent to UCF on Sept.
Preserve, page 7
30, 1980, for $15,800.
by Donna Howell
Future news

LEGIS.LATIVE REPORT
•
Bill 15-20
(Bill allocating Funds ro the College of Health "Health Fair")
Senator Gera Middleron introduced this legislation ro help fund the
Health Fair. The Health Fair will exhibit materials and equipment descriptive of each health profession within the college of health.

Senators

Beg.

Spraker, Cindy
Johnson, Luci
· Panlilo, Eva
Payes, Carlos
Green, Dori
Knox, Monty
Posslen, Richard
Skaggs, Tim

Halbert, Stan
Johnson.Kathleen
Fish, Richard
Takkar,.Cheeta
Harriman, Sheri
Raymond, DOrothy
Lopez, Raul
Bush. Janet
Jay, Susan
Rotter, Rob
Joseph, Sam
Peaden, Cary
Britton, Keith
MacArthur, Mary
Gizinski, Steve
Bill 15-25
Middleton, Gena
(Bill allocating funds for the American Student Association Convention)
Zeak, Carl Ch. Stan Halbert presented this bill which will help send student senators Geary, Mark
to the ASA conference in hopes that it will bring a better understanding t;o Jeuerstein, jim
the Senate of National matters, and tO help us serve students better.
Adams, Deborah
Burkett, Robert
Respectfully Submitt.ed Kiser, Dave·
Dave Kiser • .Daytona
President Pro Tempore Senate Brevard

Bill 15-22
(Bill allocating money for Women's Week 1983)
Senators Sherri Harriman and Dave Kiser introduced this bill ro fund
Women's Week which will be held March 11-18. The week will be filled with
seminars that will benefit both men and women.

•

/
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Commencement.-_...;.._
student individually when handing
out the diplomas.
Finally, the committ.ee is looking at
an option that would increase the
number of graduations per year.
Taylor said this plan was not j>opular
becau8e summer graduations have a
reputation of i>oor participation.
According to Taylor, the en masse
ceremony is the most realistic option.
"It is the only way we can really cut
down on the length of the ceremony.
"The problem is that the behavior
of the audience is correlated to the
length of the ceremony." Taylor said
that the longer th~ ceremony, the.
more restless and rude the audience
becomes.

_.;.....,~-----__;,----_;___...;__.

"I'm sorry we have to lose individual recognition...but it's the only
thing that can give,'' Taylor said.
Taylor added that the December
graduation ceremony was "terrible.
The roar of the crowd got so loud, you
couldn't hear the names being called."

________ frompage1 .

drained. This spot would provide about 100 degrees" and it was overmore room t~ the gym.
·crowded. He said that by the end of
the ceremony, the seats were empty.
Perez said that at the December
Perez will not be able to attend
graduation, many students left after t.oday's commencement review comthey received their diplomas because mitt.ea meeting, but he said he would
.the temperature in "the gym was send a representative.

Perez said students should have the
right to receive their diplomas individually before their ,entire class,
and to shake the president's hand
even if it meant a three-to four-hour
graduation.
Perez suggested to the committ.ee
to hold graduation in the reflecting
pond after it had been cleared and

This ad is for all those who ever wonder
if your United Way gift is really appreciated.

•

.

save up to

·28.00
Off our everyday
low prices

save uDto

40.00

Off our everyday low prices

save up to

17.00

Off our everyday
low prices

vest
ooosedown ooosedown
Children's·
Priced as low as
Jackets and
Garments
Priced as low as
Parkas
·
Priced as low as

24.95
Choose from a great
selection of our finest
Goosedown insulated
garments at low,
low prices!

14.95

.Every vest in stock has been reduced!

Polyfil Jackets

7.95

8.95

wool Shirts

10.95

All Jeans

Polyfil outerwear

5.95

15~95

BUY NOW
- AND SAVE!

Factory outlet Mall
5401 Oakridge Road

Limited quantities on sizes, styles , colors .

O P F ~J:

.

Mo n . - Sat . 10 ti! 9 • Sun. 1 tll 9
Phone 351 -2021

.
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All Proceeds Donated to Easter Seals

6·8pm

"Tuesday Night Live"
featuring:·student Talent
•

~

I

GAMENIG-HT
Clltcrt ~ii 11111c11t
commirter

Wednesday:

IOpm·Sam
SCGameroom

FllEI•:

'l'AHl.L 'l'ENNIS, Bll.LIAllllS
CAHIJ 1\Nl1 BoAllll GAM•::;

Friday - Saturday - Sund.a y

l
..
1 Ii I
. ,. I·
~

.

~

Your Mind
Belongs To Them
formcr

ii-===-

t

8:00 pm Knight'~ Den

\,\Ii th

University
Dining Room

t.

.

.

~<£i{ ;'. :~:c

J'.~e~i~~~~:

Tournament .bi

mcmbe.r of the
Unificatfon Church,
"The MoonfeE," also
.starring m the
a\-,'ard winning
d0cumentan7

Registration SC Main Desk

t

u

8·

Challenge the Chess Wizard:
Mark Ryan

"Moonchild~'"

·chris Carlso.n

Sunday I - 5 SC AUD

Student
Center
Cinema
~~ ~~wvu vw~~
Feb II 12 pm SCA

~~

~

::~~=ches-

CARRIE 1VAT1o~''S

25¢ Draft
81.75 PitcherS-11

TAVERN

.

·

.I~·.

Special Discounts
Day&Nite

..

Friday

Tuesday

81.00 off any
Pitcher 8-11

All Imports 81.00

Saturday_

Wednesday

HappyHourS-11
D-J & Dancing

Michelob&
Michelob lite
85¢ Bottles

*Speeial: Happy HoUr

Thursday

Sanday .
. · All Day & Nite
20¢ off all cans
and bottles
50¢ off all pitchers

82.50 Pitchers 40¢ Draft
All Imports 81.00
M-F 12 til.7

Ladies Nite Free Draft
For Ladies 8-10
D-J & Dancing .

(Fairway Shopping Center) 11636 E. Highway 50 27 3·4297

WINI

A IPR.ING.BREAK VACATION FOR
TWO IN SO. PADRE ISLAND, TX.!
Solve The Great Poker Shoot-Out
In today's issue of this college paper
you'll find a BUSCH Beer ContesfPoster.
Save it. You'll need it to solve:
THE GREAT POKER SHOOT-OUT.
You'll also need five sets of clues. The
first two are on this page. The next three
sets will appear in special BUSCH Beer ads
in this.college paper. The final ad will
include a toll-free number for you to call
with your answer.
See the poster iri today's paper for
complete contest details and official .r ules.
Don't be left out! I1 your complimentary
BUSCffTM Beer poster is missing, copies
· may be picked up at your campus
newspaper office whue·supply lasts.
HERE IS YOUR FIRST SET OF CLUES.
"I don't know nothin' about
poker," said the Raindance Kid
as he watched the high-stakes
• game being played_at the Last
Chante Saloon.
_
"Shucks, poker's easy to figure,'.~. responded
BUSCH CassidY, "Matter of foct. if you listen real close
to what I'm gor:ma·say, you'll .find out who's th'e ·_
winner and the five ~qrds. !n the w;inl)ing ·hand." . :..
Cassidy blewfh'e frattiofftifs 1<5'e-!6ofd BUSCH
,:;- . Beer s::md ~i;>ntlnue~ 1 "F)r:st.~1hey.'re:playin' with a
52:cara deck, rio joker. Eadhbf1tie flve'plC:iyers has
..two cards up ql).P ft)ree.cards d~wn,j'i~Ch JU~aRs.
· q:).. ards-haveb'e~ d olt. And 1cqrc'.floitie.. e: Verv··
one."
1
• ,,_ ~; , Thro\jg~ae.~in'?'.' asked the Kiq1r-!i
I
~ v u'nirough deductio~:" said'J)~SCH Ccissidy.
~,-- "
. ':Heck,,Lcan tell you right now that nob0d'{s got a
,. deuce C?r a 4 and that everybody's got two pair or
• . . ., , . ·: betterf'.
.
.
.·
-· · ,~ " ·... "I'm impressed," said Raindance. ' ""
.. "Whafs more," Cassidy went on, "tti~re's not a
.\ , . . . straight-sh90tedn the bunc.h. N,ot thaf t:Ae players
· are crooked - just cold-blootJea. Take Black
. .~ . Bart- h~'s Gtownright heartless, and the some
... . ~
goes for'Diamond Lil."· ,
• ;
~
.
· "Wliat else?" inquired Raindance.
" "Loter," said Cassidy. •

"So you've got it all figured," noted Raindance
as he and the BUSCH Cassidy watched the big
poker game at the Last Chance
Saloon.
"Noth in' to It," said Cassidy.
"Frinstance, only two queens
have been dealt and they're not
in the same hand. And just look
at Digger Dan. He's brought rt:'lnlng equipment with him."
"Whafs he got- a .pick, a shovel?" asked the
Kid.
"Ifs a dlggi,ng tool of rather substantial size,"
said Cassidy. "Now excuse me while I get us a
couple of BUSCH Beers. I'm parched from -all this
explain in'."
When Cassidy returned, he raised his glass of
mellow BUSCH In the direction of Diamond Lil.
''W~afs that al1 about?'; inquired Raindonce.
"I always toast a woman who's. true to her
name," said Cassidy. "Now to .contln·ue, if you count
ah Ace as 1-all the way up to d King as 13, well, the · ·
five cards in each player's hand add up to the same
· nLmber."
~,
, "Do tell," said Raindance. "And what might that '·
number be?'
.
·
. . "Later," said Cassidy.

'

'

, ·_

i •. .

..,,

.·

'

\:B~,Clt:S
HE4'D

ro~:THE

•

MOUNTAINS

_(',,

J
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be used for this purpose.' '' He
Two species studied.are the Indigo
estimated 250 to 300 students Snake and the Florida mouse. They
would use the preserves for study are not endangered species, Stout
each semester. Smith ~mphasized noted, but they are classified as
the preserves would permit students threatened. species, the category
to continue studying animals and preceding endangered. Stout said
vegitation unique to Central that many varieties of plant and
Florida.
animal life are studied by UCF

classes. .
If students coµld not get hands-on
experience in the outdoor labs, they
would have to settle for textbook
study or field trips. The field trips
would have to be budgeted into
classes, but this is financially prohibitive and impractical, he said.

Stout is rewriting and updating
the original proposal. He said that
Dr. Ralph Llewellyn, de.an of Arts
and Sciences, has offered to present
his proposal to the administration
and make the case for creation of a
preserve system.

~---------··········~·---------------------------------THE HAIR SHOP
.

~

Precision Style Cµt $7 .00 .
Full Service Salon

Walk-IriS Welcome
10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Wihn Dixie Center)

282-1.700

llNION PARK

Daily 9-5 & Thurs. til 8

FREE T-SHIRTS

~-H.

KllPUIN
E~~cational

With $25 Purchase .

Center

There IS a difference!!!

Course

· Class Starting

MCAT
SAT
DAT

•

Feb.12
Feb.16
Feb.23

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, .Florida 32792
San Jose Exec. Center

lo

We reserve the right cancel any class for
wh lch there Is Insufficient enrollment
Coll for details
Days, Evening, or Weekends

•

'678-8400 .

-

' Centers In More Than 80 Major US Cities
_Puerto Rico Toronto Canada & Lu ano Switzerland

•
TM

THE SKY'S THE LIMIT .

* GRAND OPENING MONTH *
Let us impress
someone special for you.
with a colorful
Balloon Bouquet.

•

~

..

. Ah, Balloons! ... Everyone likes
Balloons. Like the colors in a
rainbow, balloons have the instant
magic to bring happiness and smiles
• Birthdays
• Anniversaries
• Retirements
•Weddings
•New Borns '
• Hospital Stays
• Any Dccasion

Ask About Our
Valentine Special
Bouquet!

Immediate Delivery •

Just a phone call away ...

(305) 282-4236
Open 24 Hours -

•

100/o Discount to Students
CASH ORCHEC

Monday-Saturday

*Some restrictions may apply.

Excluding Basic Levis
cords 8t Denims

Pqe8

F 0 RUM
.

·

A free exchange of ideas
on the issues of the day

From our readers
No country without an
atom bomb could properly
consider itself independent.
·Charles De Gaulle
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CoDlillenceinent

needs dignity
A university committee ·has been formed ·to solve a
problem that doesn't need to ·be solved. The result may
mean UCF's commencement exercises will lose a certain
amount of dignity.
...
The Commencement Review Committ.ee is considering
six proposals aimed at dealing with the problems the biannual . events face, primarily those caused by the
prohibitive number of graduates.
UCF commencements, indeed all commencements, are
notoriously long. Three to four hours of speeches and name
calling is about as exciting as listening to a checkers match
on the radio, but people attend the same. way they attend
funerals-it is the thing to do.
·
No one goes to a ·graduation expecting to see fireworks,
dancing girls or elephants jumping through flaming hoops.
People go to graduations and piano recitals expectmg to be
bored. It is a .p art of life.
Two of the propoSals the committ.ee is considering ~e
basically variations of the same bad idea-the en masse
graduation. Ip other words, graduates .would ·be asked to
stand and be recognized with all the other. students in their
respective colleges.
This assembly line approach would make the affair short
and painless. It would.also make it virtually meaningless.
~ Too many events in our society have fallen prey to mass
appeal. Graduation should always remain a ceremony to
honor the graduate as an individual. The fact that there
may be a thousand or a hundred thousand individuals is
irrelevant.
The exercises face some real problems; the most severe is
finding a place on campus to house the thousands of
graduates and spectators. Off-campus options are being
considered, but they are far too expensive at this tiine. .
These are legitimate problems that deserve attention, but
the length of a graduation ceremony is a problem that is accepted, not solved.
In any event, the committee may be addressing a problem
that has already passed. Last Decemlier's ceremony
amounted to a fiasco that everyone would like to
forget. Faced with a boring speaker, a crowded gymnasium
and a faulty air-conditioner system, many graduates
crossed the ·stage, grabbed their diplomas and walked right
- out the front doors.
Naturally their families followed, leaving few spectators,
fewer graduates and a panel of extremely embarrassed administrators. This incident is regrettable and inexcusable,
but, like visiting your in-laws, it is something that has to be
put up with.
If UCF s~dents can endure 147 hours of classes, UCF ·
administrators, graduates and spectators should be able to
endure a three-hour commencement ceremQny. ·
Michael E. Griffin
Editor in Chief

Founded in 1968 by the students of the
University of Central Florida
Michael E. Griffin
Editor in Chief
I

Julie D. Norris
NewsEQitor

Editor:
Two years · ago, former
student
senator
Mark
Donaldson addressed the
need· for an intercampus
phone system for student use.
Senate bill 13-16, passed 34 to
4 allocating $648.00 to install
nine campus wall phones
located in the Humanities
and Fine Arts, Library, Administration, Engineering, ·

Chemistiy, Biology, Student
Union (bookstore), Student
Center and Howard Phillips
Hall buildings. The senate bill
also required that Student
Gove~ent pay the phone
bill each year thereafter. Our
goal at that time was to
provide both on and off campus phone service; however,
we were told that due to the
existing university phone

Reader response sought:
Should financial aid he linked to draft registration?
Reader response sought:
From time to time the
Future will poll its readers
to get an understanding of
how they feel about an issue.
This week we'd like to
know how you feel about
new federal requirements
that all males seeking student financial aid must
register for the draft to.
qualify for loans, grants or
other aid forms.
Falsification of any aspect
of a Financial Aid form can
r~sult in a $10,000 fine or

imprisonment of up to five
years. Do you feel that the
federal government should
link the availability of financial aid for males to draft
registration?
·
. All responses should be
typed, double spaced on a 60
space line and should not exceed 250 words. They c~ be
addressed to the Future P.O.
Box 25000 Orlando Florida
32816.
T_h e Future will publish as
many varying responses as
possible.

service at that time, it was
impossible.
Last November, student
body President Tico Perez
toyed with the idea of discontinuing the intercampus
phone service. He said the
phones
were . being
"destroyed by students" and
cost too much. I did not share
his vision of students armed
with fire axes att~cking
defenseless wall phones
although I can appreciate the
frustration caused by a phone
out of order. As to the cost, I _
felt that with over a million
dollars to spend, we could certainly afford approximately
$2,000 a year required for all
nine phones if they were
utilized by students as intended.
A senate opinion was
requested by President Perez
and the issu,e came under
debate, often heated and
emotional with students
depicted as wanton and rabid
destroyers of telephones.
When I suggested that not
only should we keep the campus phone service but·expand
Phones, p~e 9

Letter Policy
· Letters to the editor must
be delivered to the Future by
5 p.m. on the Monday before
publication. Letters must be
typed, double spaced on a 60
space line. All .letters must
be signed with writer's name
and phone nllm.ber to be considered for publication.
Writers' names will be
withheld upon request. All
letter·s are subject to
editing.
Some letters . may be
designated as guest
editorials at the editor's
discretion, with permission
of the author. All submitted
material becomes the copyrighted property of the
Future newspaper.

•

Guest .e ditorial

.

.

by julie norris

Faith best judged by deeds, not words

The FUTURE

Michael J. West
Business Manager

·Campus phone service too important to lose
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Two weeks ago, two selfproclaimed preachers stirred
up this campus by rebuking
students· for drinking, having
sex· and listening to rock
music.
'These sensationalists grabbed the limelight for a few
days and then left. But their
accusation8 remain.
We do sin and we are accountable to God . for them.
What Jim Gilles and J eel
Smock didn't say was that
God also gave us a reprieve to
our death penalties--Jesus
Christ.
Many will concede that
Jesus was a great prophet, a
good man, a wise teacher-but
fewer will acknowledge his
deity. Jesus is the son of God.
He's man's savior if man will
accept him, and man's judge

if man denies him.
Twelve men knew Jesus
"up close and personal" while
he was on Earth. His
disciples ··ate with him,
traveled with him, fished
with him, relaxed with him.
If there was any fault or
phoniness to Jesus, these men
would have seen it. Yet they
knew that he was God in thE:
flesh. After Jesus' crucifixion
resurrection and ascension ~
heaven, 1 i disciples were
martyred, one by one, for
proclaiming Jesus' deity and
his
resurrect ion.
(The
disciple not martyred was
John, who died in exile.)
Simon Peter was crucified
upside down on a cross for
refusing to deny Christ.
James of Zebedee was put to
death by a sword. Andrew

was crucified on an X-shaped
cross.
The Romans gave these
men several chances to
deny their savior. All the
disciples would have had to
say was, "I°was wrong. 'Jesus
was an ordinary man, he sinned, and he didn't come back
to life." They would have
been off the hook and the
Romans would have been
thrilled to publicize their
statements.
But after knowing the son
of God, how could they deny
him? They couldn't (and
didn't).
Everyone has a choice to
make. Do you make him your
Lord, and spend eternity with
him, or do you deny him, and
spend eternity in hell? There
is no neutral ground.
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Carl- McKnight'. '

Spanky

•

its capability to place calls intO the Orlando area like the
pay phones, some senators
practically shed crocodile
tea.rs at the thought that
Southern Bell might lose
money! I assured them that
Southern Bell, a monopoly
worth billions of dollars,
would continue to rake in excessive profits from long
distance
charges
and
wouldn't have to file for
chapter eleven bankruptcy.
Some senators remained
unmoved and continued to
argue the additional cost of
· off-cainpus service until informed that · Mrs. · Jeanne
Kubicki of the university's

physical plant could offer -Off·
campus senjce at no additional charge! After that
revelation, most objections
melted away and President
P~ agreed to repair, continue and expand the campus
phone service for student use.
Thanks to Mrs. Kubicki
and President Perez, I'm
pleased to announce that the
campus phone seivice is now
fully operational. No longer
will students have to wait on
a busy secretary or shell out a
hard-earned quarte~ just to
make a phone call. To place a
call in the Orlando/Winter
Park area, first dial nine then
the seven-digit number. For

-

THEN A6Alf)I •••
WHAT ELst: 15 n.+ER£ ?. ..

T
j

on-campus calls, dial the
four-digit extension. 'Some
phones may be out of order
occasionally; .please report
them to SO so they can be
repaired.
In closing, use the campus
phone service as much as
possible. . It's doubtful · the

student senate will ask you if
it should be continued next
time! Perhaps they will see
you using the phones and
that will discourage them
from removing a service that
all students can use.
Sen. Rob Rotter

Peer influence: the-other side of pressure
National On.Campus Report /

.

A peer education program at the University of Minnesota
is not only promoting responsible use of alcohol, but also
arming students to fight one major cause of student
drinking: peer pressure.

•

Chemical Abuse Prevention Through Peers uses 10-12
student educators each year to reach 4,000-5,000 resi·
dent students through small group workshops, alter·
native bars, and p{esentations at major campus events.
Like other alcohol education programs, CAPP warns

1~2

·~~f!t.

:!~ti:af:
related to
alcohol consumption.

Source:Central Flmida Safety Council

about chemical 'dependence, promotes responsible drinking, and reinforces abstenance. But it also shows,
through slides, role-playing, and discussion, how friends
can be the determining factor in a student's drinking
behavior.
"We actually avoid using the term 'peer pressure,'
since that has a negative connotation," .says CA;PP
coordinator Sue Stanek, "Our approach is that 'peer influence' is there-that's reality. Now, are we going to
make it negative or positive?" One CAPP program,
"Boozing Buddies," looks at ~ommon drinking situa·
tioris like chugging contests. Another, ''Being There,''
shows how one can cope with a friend's drinking pro·
blem. A third, "What Do You Do With A Drunken
Driver," offers strategies for keeping friends from driv· ·
ing drunk. All of the programs offer information that
may hit too close to home without lecturing or
preaching to students, says Stanek. The Creative Intox·
ication workshop also discusses non-chemical "highs"
that all can enjoy.

One of the
easiest P.arts
of becoming 18.
•

tum 18, it's time
to register with Selective Service.
Registration doesn't mean you're
going to be drafted. It doesn't
mean you have to give up any
rights to determents. Registration
just gives Selective Service a list
ot names our country can draw
from if there's ever a· national
emergency.

If you're about to

He~e's how to register. Within a
month ot your 18th birthday, go
down to the nearest U.S. Post Otfice.
;Pick up the simple registration
torm and fill it out. Then hand it to the postal clerk. That's all there
is to it. It only takes five minutes.

Ifs quick. Ifs easy. And ifs the law:.

National Headquarters
Selective Service System Washington D.C. 20435

Old polititions
never die ...
Editor:
Who is this Chandler guy?
Last week's guest editorial
was almost as disgusting as
the speeches the guy made in
office. (Future's SO comparison uiifair; Chandler lists
accomplishments)
Will this man ever go
away? Must we always be at- .
tacked in the frontal lobes
whenever any SO controversy arises?
The students made· their
choices last April and ch~e
two of the most capable
leaders in SO history. They
made that choice without the
divine guidance of George
Chandler and they will do it
again this April.
Why doesn't George Chandler take a niee, long vacation
from UCF? When__ he
graduates, if he graduates,
he'll probably get a· standing
ovation-ju~t from .sheer
relief.
A long time SG participant
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The Thirsty Gator Just
. Graduated From COLLEGE
:And He Want.s To Sho~
His KNOWLEDGE ·

Ship Wreck Party
Every Saturday
llam -6:30pm
95¢ Becks
95¢ Light House Wine Cooler .

Free T-Shi.rts Given Away! NEW LOCATION ! .
'HO S. Orante Blossom tr.
·
· Orlando; Fie

. (a<l9)JS8.7510

Zayre Plaza
Comer Hwy. 17·92 & 436
· Fern Park, Fla 32730
(305) ' 339-0484 .
·•
11 ·9 Mon-Sat 1·2.5 Sun
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Before We Put You In Charge Of The World's
Most Sophisticated Nuclear Equipment,
. We Put You Through The World's
Most Sophisticated Nudear Training.
that most of the men
.It takes more· than 16
who operate the
months of intensive
reactors in private
training to become a
industry started in the
fully qualified officer in
Nuclear Navy.)
the Nuclear Navy. You
It takes more time
begin with four months
and more effort to
of leadership training.
become an officer in the
Then as a Navy officer
Nuclear Navy. But the
you get a full year of
rewards are greater, too.
graduate-level training
The rewards can begin as early as
unavailable anywhere else at any price.
Navy traJning is based on more than your juriior year in college. Qualify, and
the Navy will' pay you approximately
1900 reactor-years of experience. Right
now the Navy operates over half the
$1000/month while you finish school.
nuclear reactors in America. And the
After four years, with regular
Navy's nuclear equipment is the most·
promotions and salary increases, you can
sophisticated in the world. That's why
· be earning as much as $40,500. That's on
your Navy training is and must be the
top of a benefits package that includes ·
most sopP,isticated in the world.
rriedical and dental care, and 30 days'
.
As an officer in the Nuclear Navy,
vacation earned every year. More
you have decision-making authority
responsibility, more money, more future.
immediately. You get important manageSo, if you're majoring in math,
ment responsibility
engineering or the
;:-V~;;O;;U;;T;- - - - - ; ;;; 1 physical Sciences, and
fast. Because in the
CENTER
I . you want to know more
·Navy, as your knowl- . I INFORMATION
P.O. Box 5000. Clifton, NJ 01015
edge grows, so does
I 0 Please send me more information about
I about a future in
becominganofficerintheNuclearNavy.
10N) I nuclear power, fill in
your responsibility.
I Nam FirNt iPl<•a"'' Print) Last
I · the coupon.
Your training and
I Addr'ess
Apt. 11- Today's Nuclear
experience place you
I City
stat
Zip_ I
Navy is an opportunity
among the country's
+College/ University
I li~e no other in the
most qualified profes- I Age
:j:Year in College
+GPA
I world.
sionals. (No surprise
I •Major/Minor_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

r

I
I

Phone Number

!Arl'a C od ~ i
Rrs t Time to Call
This h: for Ret nt! ral recruitmt•nt informalion . You do not havt> t o
furnish any of the information r~quested . Of co urse. th<' mc>rP WC
know. the more -.c c an hrlp l <> determin e the kinds or Navy pos i-
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Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.
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·Kiss-Ott .
lures UCF's
hottes.t lips
by Rod Durham
Future staH

In keeping with the spirit of
Valentine's Day, the Popular Entertainment Committee of PAC is
presenting th~ first UCF Hot Lips
Kiss-Off.
" Basically, what the judges will
be looking for in the Hot Lips contest will be the most attractive pair
of lips," Janet O' Sullivan, coordinator of the event, said.
Entries for the contest concluded
Feb. 11. Each contestant put on
lipstick and pressed her lips on an
entry card.
Mary Brockmyer said she felt the
contest was for a good cause, so she
entered. "I just wanted to see if I
could really kiss a piece of p~per
she said.
Contestant Michelle · Plym~e had
a straightforward reason for entering. "I want to win the vacation in
the Keys,'' she said.
.
" The judges are probably looking
for sensual, erotic lips," contes~nt
Marni Berger said. "I think mine
. come pretty close to that." ·
On Valentine's Day, the entry
cards of the 12 finalists will be
displayed next· to "voting jars.~' ·.
Students then put money in the jar
by their favorite entry. All contributions will be donated to Easter
Seals, O'Sullivan said.
In addition to the contest, PEC
ill b · .
fr b
. th
w
e givmg away ee eer on e
~C c;rree: fro: ~-:· to 1 P·~· ~d
~smg 00 ~ s
e. set up. n ertamment will be provided by Lenny ·
Lunghead.
- The winners of the Kiss-Off will b~
announced at 10 p.m., Feb. 14, ~t
Bert's Place, across Alafaya Trail
from UCF.

Wall of Voodoo (I tor): J~ Nanini, Chas Gray, Bill Noland, Stan Ridgway ~d Marc Moreland.

Modern music

I I I

Wall of Voodoo's vision of the West
by Wayne Starr ·
Future statt

Just when you thought every kind
of musical genre had been ex·
plored-from fusion to punk-funk,
from rockabilly to electropop-along
comes Wall of Voodoo with a brand
new category all their own.
For those who prefer labels, their
music could be11 c~ed ''new waveelectro-western; kind of a Gene
Autry meets Talking Heads wit~ a
~race of Flock. of Seagulls. Co~bmmg synthesizers and African
rhythms on a horse-clopping
backdrop, Wall of Voodoo paints
grim, but sometimes humorous pie·
tures of life on the left coast.
Wall of Voodoo is: Stanard
Ridgway (vocals, keyboards); Marc
Moreland (guitar); Bill Noland
(keyboards); Chas T. Gray (bass) and
Joe Nanini ·(drums).

After escaping the L.A. punk
scene, the band hit the·road to promote themselves as well as their hit
single, "Mexican Radio," from their
new I.R.S. release, "Call of the
West."
They will qe appearing in Orlando
at The Point After on Feb. 14, with
opening act The Swinging
Diamonds.
Despite the name, the band and
its music have nothing to do with
Voodoo. However, according to
·Ridgway, "We know about it and
we're just as interested in parapsychology as anyone but we don't
practice it or anything."
Ridgway explained the origin of
the band's name. "There was a place
in Los Angeles called the Masque;
every town has one," he began. "It
was a dingy, horrible, filthy little
basement below the Pussycat por·
nographic theater on Hollywood

·
. I k 1. I' ..
A comic
oo a co ~ege
by Larry Thompson

·

Entertainment editor

The student at the desk is
slumped over the open textbook.
Suddenly his head begins to sink farther and farther into the pages, as if
he's being sucked into the pages.
His roommate walks over and
calls the student's name. The student looks up and says blearily,
"Sorry, I was getting absorbed in
t}tjs book. "
This is but one of the off-beat happenings in the lives of Dupie and
Madigan, roommates at the
mythical college created by cartoonist Gil Morales-where beer,

sex and food are the mainstays of
academia.
'
The "Dupie" strip ran in
September in the .Stanford Daily
and has since been called "the
freshest addition to college humor
since
Garry
Trudeau 's
Doonesbury ... "
Dupie, the central figure of the
strip, is an autobiographical reflection of Morales when he himself was
a Stanford student from 1978 to
1981. Since his graduation, Morales
has published a book of more than
180 strips drawn during his college
career.. ·T he collection, titled "Wake
Me When The Semester's Over"
(Ballantine Books, 1983), runs the

~Shelf

~~

Boulevard. It was a meeting ground
for a lot of people who were in·
terested in alternative music at the
time. Then the punk explo~ion happened.
"Marc Moreland and I wer~ down
there with various bands and we
decided to get out of the band thing
for a while and see if we could get into making soundtracks. One day we
were mixing some strange sounds
and I said to Marc, 'This .isn't a wall
of sound, it's a wall of Voodoo.' We
kept the name."'
Ridgway said the group wanted to
concentrate on melodramas and scifi films because ''they stretch your
· musical expression a bit more than
writing for a film about a hill filled
with daffodils. "
Although the soundtrack scheme
didn't work out, Ridg-Way and

Voodoo, page 12

Bette Midler
.
shines on
'De Tour'
/

gamut from college dating to
calculators, from all-nighters to · On her latest musical extravagandrugs and chemistry. ·
za, "De Tour," Bette ·Midler proved
While Dupie is the ever steady she can do it all.
student, resigned to the inherent·
From the moment she took the
demands of school life, Madigan is stage, Midler's dynamic persona
the ever ready chemistry major charged the sellout crowd. Display·
whose experiments ~th alcohol ing limitless energy, she never stopwould melt the aver~ge comic strip ped dancing, singing or rapping for
figure.
the entire three-hour performance.
Madigan is the kind of guy you
The successful element in Midler' s
have nightmares about. If he were "De Tour" is variety. She is a
not in an altered· state, then you manipulator, .stretching moods from
would worry. He uses a variety of upbeat rock
roll to powerful,
study aids (chemical and phar- teary ballads.
maceutical) in his development of
After operung with some of her
the Madigan unit. The Madigan unit newer material, Midler included
is "equal to the limit of inebriation some of her more well·knovin hits
as a.lcohol consumption approaches like ~'Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy,"
infinity."
"My Mother's Eyes" and "The
Melanie is Dupie's girlfriend, who Rose."
is ardently dedicated to her physics
'She also did a comic parody of ·'70s
of sex project. She is developing a disco music when, dre~sed as a mercost-effective metho4 for harnessing maid in an electric wheelchair, she
sexual energy. Naturally, Dupie sang the Gloria Gaynor hit 'ii Will
volunteers for the experiment in a Survive." .
Bette Midler has a good time
series of panels that candidly examines the changing social format entertaining. She thrives on the au~ of college romance.
dience and they thrive on her. "De
IP
.Tour" is an impressive showcase for
Dupie, page 12 this talented actress of song.

i

'n'
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Voodoo----,.----------from page 11
Moreland decided to keep the name
for their newly formed band. After
establishing a following on the L.A.
club circuit, they signed with I.R.S.
records. After an EP and an album,
"Dark Continent," the band drew
the attention of several rock critics
and even made a few "best-of-year"
lists. But the album was not a com. mercial success.
The ~ew LP, "Call of the West," is
a concept album with a western
theme. It describes not the Old West
of cowboys and shoot-outs, but the
present West of terminal suntans
and dreams gone sour-of plastic
people .in 8:. plastic world.
Side one on the album deals with
gloo~. Tracks like "Tomorrow,"
"Lost Weekend" and "Factory" all
dwell on the hopelessness many people feel. The singer finally realizes
that, "I've brought the same piece
of chicken in a bag to work every
day for. the last 20 years."
But on side two, the band has

some fun. "On Interstate 15" is an
instrumental that could be the
soundtrack· for a Clint Eastwood
western. The title is a glorious sixminute epic about a young man's
search for the golden days of the
past.
The success of ."Mexican Radio"
can be attributed to Music Television (MTV) according to keyboard
player Noland. ''Radio playli'sts are
too rigid," he said. "They're all programmed by three guys in New
York who think they know what the
whole world wants to hear. MTV
gives new bands like ourselves a
chance to-be not just heard but also
seen.''
While the musical flavor is dif*
....
ferent, one can't help but notice the
·distinct talk-sing style of Ridgway. Ben Kingsley as Gandhi.
"His biggest influences ar~ Danny
Kaye and Ethel Merman," Noland
said.
· Danny Kaye and Ethel Merman?
Oh, well.
by Ron Jaffe

'Gandhi'

Dupie--------------from page 11

Future staff

''Generatio_ns ·to come will scarce
"Wake Me When The Semester's. Spoon rather than the Big Dipper.
believe
that such a one as this ever
Over" is loaded with visual puns
Morales has a flair for finding a
in
flesh
and blood walked upon. this
and some inside humor.
new angle to the routine of campus
....
"
.earth
activity. What at first glance may.
For instance, the small birds th8t seem only trifling college humor, · That quote by Albert Einstein
live on the campus all wear sunglasses "Dupie" bears closer scrutiny . for reflects only slightly the impact
the underlying satire that makes it a - made on the people of the world by
and work for the CIA.
While playing frisbee on the success. Though the calligraphy is "the halfoaked man in the loin
· beach, Madigan suffers a physics sometimes jumbled and difficult to cloth.''
Sir Richard Attenborough's epic
hallucination; while staring at con- read, it gives the reader more time to
. stellations he sees the Big Coke "be absorbed in the book."
film, '' G~ndhi,'' presents viewers

with a glimpse of the legendary
Mahatma (Great Soul), whose fight
for Indian emancipation made him
one of the great supporters of nonviolence and equal rights.
Directing a movie of such
. magnitude would place demands on
even the hardiest director. Attenborough, who directed "Young
Winston" and the 1976 war classic,
''A Bridge Too Far,'' handles the job
superbly .
Each scene in "Gandhi" is
remarkably realistic, especially the
funeral scene which employed more
than 300,000 extras and residents of
New Delhi.
Sweeping location footage and effective props serve to . project the
viewer back in time to Gandhi's India.
. The film traces 56 of Gandhi's 79
years, showing his transformation
from a passionate young la'Wyer into
a controversial advocate of peace
and moral strength. B.en Kingsley
portrays Gandhi.
"He was a
miracle/' Attenborough said of Kingsley: The
physical similarities between
Kingsley and Gandhi are uncanny.
Kingsley, born Krishna Bhanji, is
the son of a doctor whose family·
originated in' Gujurat, the Indian
st.at.e where Gandhi was born.
In addition to his striking facial
features and his height (identical to
Gandhi's), Kingsley adopted a
vegetarian diet to trim down to Gandhi's· exact weight. G dhi
an ,page13
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Fourteen oz. glass mug for sale. It's the two-fisted
way to drink to good times and salute your great taste
in drin_ks. Why not start a collection? Please send this
coupon, along with a check or money order for $4.95
per mug (no cash please) to: Seagram's 7 Crown Mug
Offer, P.O._Box 1622, New York, N.Y 10152
Add re.,..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State._ _ _ _ _ _ _ ip._ _ __
Spectfyquenttty,_ _ _ _ _ _ Amount enclosed$._ _ _ _ __
UCFC14
Offer expires January 31 , 1984. No purchase necessary.
New York residents add 8.250/o sales tax .
Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for shipment.

Sto.graut(s

© 1982 SEAGRM1 OISTillERS CO., N.Y.C. PMERIC.AN WHISKEY-ABLEND. 80 PROOF. "Seven-Up" and "7UP" are trademarlls of the Seven-Up Company.
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Gan d h i--from page 12
Adding to the film's success is a
supporting cast of top actors. Candice Bergen portrays LIFE _
photographer Margaret BourkeWhite, one of the few Americans
who knew Gandhi well.
English actor Edward Fox is aptly
cast as the. heartless General .Dyer,
the man who directed . his troops to
open fire on thousands of Indians attending a peaceful meeting in Amritsar.
Other notables include Sir John
Gielgud (Lord Irwin), Trevor
Howf d (Judge Broomfield) and
Martm Sheen (Walker, a composite
character based on several W estem
pressmen who advocated Gandhi's
philosophies.)
Even with a three-hour running,
time, ''Gandhi'' cannot cover every
occurrence in the life of such a great
figure. But from the scenes of the
young Gandhi in a London law
school to his shocking, cold-blooded
assassination, this film brings the
viewer ·a little closer to understanding the life and teachings of the
man who Attenborough said "showed
us a way _to stop llilling each other."

r-------------1
I ,§." ~~
.I
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Coming Attractions ...
f~
/l .

pretive dancing and mime. Admission for students is free.

In Concert

Musical Notes
The UCF Friends of Music
presents the first in a series of concerts for the current season on Feb.
14 at 8 p.ni. at the Loch Haven Art
Center. Featured in the concert will
be Dr. Gary Wolf, well-known
·pianist and chairman of the UCF
music d~partment.
The program will include works ,
by Mozart, Liszt, Brahms, Chopin
and Debussy. Persons not already
· members of the UCF Friends of
Music will be asked for a $3
donation toward the UCF Music
scholarship Fund.

Fancy Feet
The multi-talented Dance Alive
dance troupe from Gainesville 1 Fl.,
will be at the St udent Center
Auditorium Feb. -17 at 8 p.m. for an
evening of ballet, jazz and inter-

Wild Art ·
FOCUS, a gallery of fine
photographic art, presents
"Straight from the Heart," a new
show co~tinuing through March
12. Eleven local award-winning
photographers including UCF Art
Gallery curator, Cliff Heenie, will
·display their photographic interpretati<;ms. The Gallery is located
at 324 N. Park Ave., Winter Park.
~

..

. The member artists of the
Creative Art Gallery invite the
public to experie:Q.ce an exhibit of
fine art and craft work titled "In
the Pink,'' an exploration in many
media. These mostly pink (and
possibly shocking) works will be on
display through March 12 at 324
N. Pa,rk Ave., Winter Park.

•Long afte! dark: Backstreet
recording artists Tom Petty and
the Heartbreakel'S·will appear
tonight, Feb. 11, at the St. Pete
Bayfront Center at 8 p.m. If you
still need a ticket, they're $11.25 at
Select-a-Seat outlets.

•••

•All that jazz: Pianist Bob Jam~s
brings his silky style to the Tupperware Auditorium on Feb. 12
.at 8 p.m. Tickets are $12.50 and are
available at the Tupperware boi of.fice and the usual mall outlets.

•••
•Freddie the Freeloader: Clown
prince of comedy, Red Skelton, will
be performing at the Lakeland
Civic Center on Feb.13 at 7:30
p.m. Tickets are $12.50 and $10.50
and are available at the civic center
box office and Select-a-Seat outlets.

, ..

.. . .
,;.

,

'

•.:{~ .

$1.00 off Large_ I

I
I
.

I.
or Medium pizza
I Casselton Corner s with ad I

j 1049 N. Semoran Blvd. ·

·1 WinterPark.Florida 671 _7500
1
L..-----------~---V. Rand Saltsgaver, Attorney
Personal Injury and Wrongful D~at~
Defective Product Injuries
Criminal Law
Initial consultation
available without charge
16 West Pine Street
Orlando, Florida (305) 841-0342

.,

College Park Florist
!/.,,..,..,,,, !/;..,,. l.m
Flo~ers

for AU Ocasslons

Valentines Day - Easter
Moth~rs DayCorsages

20% Discount with
· Student l.D.
Cash &. Carry 423-Snl

2118 Edgewater Dr.

GRAND PRIZE: One student will
win a free full-year's tuition. SECOND
,
PRIZE: On each college campµs, one winner
will receive $50 towards a romantic dinner for two. SPECIAL BONUS:
On Valentine's Day, the first 100 students who bring their entry forms
to their campus bookstore will receive a red "silk" rose.

E~ICUREAN

, Restaurant .

OFFICIAL RU LES 1. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY ... To enler. com-

the current yea r will be reimbursed Taxes. 11any. are sole respons1-

~~~eaf~~Jreg~~i~it~~ti~~i~~:e~~1150~~~'ro;~_ lhe Cafe Ama retto entry

~1::% °i,i~~~~e_:, 11~ge1r;;,~1i~d ~~c~~7i~en~r;i~~~1~~~~~~~ r~1;~nG~~nd

2. Alterna te means of entry. If you do not wish lo. or cannot, visi t

American and Mediterranean
Cuisine

Attidav1l of Eligib1hly and Release Odds of win ning lh e Grand Prize

t~Y~ ~~~~~f~i~~~~g;t~t~~~: D~~t'.rif:1'a~rl'.~Y%~xcfr~1;~g~~.'N~:

~-e~r~n~ ~~g~ b~~l~c~~a~~go~;,~~~~~ ~~~~~~~er

of a sso.oo gift cerllf·
1cale for a dinner for two will be selected in a ra ndom drawing Odd_s
of winning depend upon lhe num ber of en tri es received at each

10046. In addition. print the full name ol your.college on lhe lowerleft-hand corner of you r mailing envelope. You may also enter by

Specializing In Greek Food

·~~AW'Ei~~n~F£~-¥f 8~~~ ~n3~' <;.05!!~~~eagp~5:e~~d lhe words

~~~~i~;al bonus. 100 handcrafl ed roses will be ha nded ou t al par-

3 _Enter as oflen as you like, bu t each en try must be sent by first class ma11 (one entry per envelope) or deposited separately No
mechanically reproduce d enInes All entries musl be deposited by
March 7. t9B3 and mall enlnes received by March 31. 1983 lo be

11c1pat1ng bookstores on Valent1ne·s Day. February t4. 1983 . 10 the ·
first 100 sf udenls lhal deposit their entry torm:7 tha t day
7. Sweepstakes open only to registe red college students 18 years of
age and older who are res1Gents ol the United Stales and are lrom

1

ga;~~~1 8~~2d;o~~?;;;a~~;;,~ :se::;f,/~~~~-ss(~~~Jra~11~~~~~i:~b1~fs and

:'. ~i~~eG~~~d~~z~ii~ ~en~~~a~~ ~gr,~~~· l~~~n for one person

The
Grand Prize winner will be selected in a random drawing from all

-

~~~~l~~~a,~;~~~~~~

-~·-;--

~d !"'~'~"'-'"~

·-: ; : ; :- WI

pa nts are available al the addresses shown on their entry blanks. or
have furnished sweepstakes ofhc1als w1lh the proper forwarding
ad dress prior to lhe dale ol lhe drawing.
9. For a hsl of lhe Grand Prize and gill cert1 f1cal e winners. mail a

::::<;;:::~::
:::~.to rill~
and does nol elect
(AltFu~'ICAis
~ l i ;?~~Mocl1<1 I~::
~ 'Wrnn" ·
c

277-2881

1

~~21:~,~~:~s;,~~e~~1 i~1~~n~Ya~~:Y-prov1ded the winning par11c1-

ment will be made rn the winner"s name directly 10 the college or
universi ty al which he she 1s reg istered Payment will be made upon
subm1ss1tm and venf1ca11on of documenls 1dent1fying the winner as a
reg istered student. as well as required 1nvo1ces for tu1 l1on payment

Fine Wines
Lunch 11-4/Dinner 4-Till
7900 E. Colonial Dr. ·
Orlando~ Fla.

Marden·Kane. Inc Void where prohibited by law All federal. state

1

~~~~~~;~3~~~~ ~;~~~~~i~~~~~~: ~~:,sf~~~n;:<eaf,;3, n~r;zaen~~~~-

Excellent Steaks, Seafood and
Wild Game

.

Jru1LJ\fod.i7.f,,1

fOiiiiAM:U\EDO

:~.~~~:"~:"""'
Amareno Wi nners.

..., ... . -·~"'""':':-' - -~~..,,.,- . ~2k~~~ ~8og~s. New

t--- --t

GENERAL FOODS' INTERNATIONAL COFFEES.
GeneralFoodsCorporallonl983
AS M UCH A FEELING A S A FLAVOR.

Enter today!·
Deposit coupon at: University Bookstore, studentservicese1d 9 .

#38

For Information· Call 295-3751
NOT VALID 'F OR SP~CIAL EVENTS

··1 p YOU ·LIKE BANKil'JG.

GATEWAY
JEWELERS

·. MADEEASY. .
.YOU'LL LOVE US .

7426 University Blvd. ·
Orlando, Florida

Tlie Citizens Bank of Oviedo is
·1ocated just .minutes from the··: ·
· u.c~f;. campus. we-have spacious ,
parking, fast driv~ in tellers and
two Cl.TIZENS .24.HR automated
tellers. In OVledo and at u.c.F. In ·
the new ~TM. "uHding. All to
make banking easy tt>r .YOU. · -

•Jewelry &. Watch-Repair
.
•Custom. ~em.01µrting . .
.•Insurance
or Estate
.
.

· -· :. -· Appraisals
.

.

ALL REPAIRSOR APPRAISALS

. ..

DONE -ON THE PREMiSE WHILE YOU WAIT!

*WATCH OUR CERTIFIED GEMOLOOI~T 00 YOUR APPRAISAL•

. Everything you -will ever
need from a Full service Bank is
yours at.·...

Coupon ·.
83.00
. 83.00
Off On Any Jewelry Or .
Watch Repair·
Gateway Jewelers
Comer of 15-A and University Blvd.

. 83.00
~ITW~~WELERS

7426 Untwrstty Blvd.
IC~

l SA and University)

·

•

•
I

.

678-497!.J

OVIEDO

YOURERIENDL Y
HOMETOWN .·sANK.
.
' 1°56 GENEVA DRIVE .~ P. 0. 80>(729 • OVIEDO, FLORiDA 32765

.

~Al.OMA~~~

.®
~.

..

MEMBER FDIC

(305) 365,-6611

....
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Sports week
Men capture fourth straight; battle
FIT in key conference contest tonight
by Mike Candelaria

give the Knights a 62-56 lead. Seconds later he hit
another to give the Knights a 64-56 bulge ·as the UCF
gym erupted.
.
The UCF men's basketball team, riding high after vieDan Faison led the Knights with 14 points, followed by
tories over Rollins last Friday night and Florida Thornton with 13. For the Knights ·and their fans, the
Southern Monday night, travel to M~lbourne tonight to victory was sweeter than most. ''We all wanted this
battle conference foe Florida Institute of Technology.
. game,'' said Jimmie Ferrell, a member of the 1980 team
On Feb. 14, the Knights return horn~ to challenge the that last beat the Moes. "Coach ('Tort:!hy' Clark) wanted
Monarchs of St. Leo.
this
bad."
· The wins over Rollins, 93-76; and Florida Southern, 66- The Rollins game
57, put the Knights ~ a first-place tie with the
The game against Rollins was just as emotional and
Moccasins in the conference. The last time th~ Knights drama packed as the game against Florida Southern. The
beat Florida Southern was Feb. 7,- 1981, exactly two Knights sUuted slowbr and fell behind early in the game ·
years ago.
as the home Rollins crowd roared. Rollins had leads of as
The first half was close, with UCF's biggest lead being much as· eight points and pulled into halftime With a 429-6. On the strength of 62 percent shooting and sur- 40 advantage.
prising play from Scott Knecht, the Moes took a 39-36
The Knights scored the first nine pointS in the second
halftime lead.
half after holding Rollins scoreless for 6¥2 minutes. The
The second half saw the lead change hands several Knights continued to surge, taking advantage with
times until Terence Stanley put the Knights ahead for superior quickness, ·a pressure defense and a spread-out
good at 44-43. The ~ghts slowly began to increase their offense. ·
lead ·as the tension mounted in the packed UCF gym. . With 7 minutes left, UCF led 65-49 and down the
With five minutes left, they led 58-52. With 3¥2 minutes stret.ch, used free throws to cement the victory.
to go, the lead was dom to 60-56. Missed UCF free The Knights hit 23 for 28 free throws; and shot 6·4 perthrows heightened the suspense as the Moes closed in. cent from the field. Sophomores Dan Faison and Thor·
With a minute left, Ronnie Thornton hit a 15-footer to nton each tallied 27 points, while Stanley chipped in with
15.
Future sports

game

Lady Knights roll over
·Rollins. FSC Mo,ccasins
by Mike Candelaria
Future sports

The UCF women's basketball
ranked 10th nationally in
Division II, plans to continue its excellent play tomorrow night when it
faces Eckerd College in the UCF
te~,

gym.
Monday night, the Lady Knights
take on the Monarchs of St. Leo
College.
Last week the Lady Knight.s
posted two more conference wins,
whipping Rollins 86-65 and Florida
Southern 66-58. Their record .now
stands at 19·3, 7·O in the conference.
Against Rollins, the Knights
surged into the lead quickly fu the
first 10 minutes of the game. However,
foul trou~le · and sluggish play
stalled the Knights in the S,econd 10
minutes, but ·they mruiaged a 41-37
halftime lead.'
.
_· UCF doniinated the· second half,
i·

sports view

pressuring the Lady Tars and cruis·
ing hoqle with the win. Head coach
Joe Sanchez said he was especially
pleased with the performances of
freshman Susan Patz, junior Beveriy Knight and senior Andrea
Jackson. "Patz;Knight and Jackson
have been the keys. to ·o ur winning
lately;" Sanchez said. "Lately, they
have provided us with e'ftra punch."
. According to Sanchez, those three
players have allowed him to use the
team's personnel more effectively. ,
Once again leading the way for the
Lady Knights was team high scorer
Dorine Van Tongeren, with . 18
points. Four other players were also in
double figures: Jackson scored 14,
while Patz, Knight and · Marcie
Swilley ~ ha~ 10.
The victory over the Moes of Flori~
· SOuthern was a strug~le, 811 the way.
A~ halftime, UCF led 35-33.. In the
seeond haif, the ·Knights · could not
. s~e the pesky Moes~ Fjnally, with
..

~.

'I.·'

Pam Glmson/Future

UCF's Terence Stanley

~

-Roi Ii ns-UCF
rivalry .gains
momentum
by Lee Lerner
Sports editor

--

..

.4

Pam Glmson/Future

Lady Knights' ·Andrea Jackson

'two minutes to go they built. a 64·54
lead. From there, the ltnights .t ook
·advantage of their free throw oppor<ttihlties to s~ the victory.

"Troy Mcquaggle battled his man· ·., · -~battl.irig Division I.I . powerhouse
until the end of his ma.tch, we r ·.R ollimnn heated conference play. ,
didn;t give up at -all,'" Krass said. -': · Krass '· knows tlie .intense rivalry ..
· The {JCF men's tennis team
With the.season just beginning, .. \. of ao.y UCF-Rollins event and ten- .
opened its spring season wit:P, .an
Krass is enthusiastic for . his '.. •-·nis is
exception. ''We have.two
fmpressive win over Floriaa ·, .team's chances. He said .that Mc- :: ~"of the strongest teams in the na~out~ern EU_lq a disapp_ointi~g loss
. ·quaggle and top .seecf ,Lenny , " tion right here in our conference.
to South Flori da this week. ·
~
Engle are the foundations ' of _the I . ' It' will all come down to our matThe "victory, 8-l , over .. usu~lly
team. Tony~ Snoeyenbus an4.Dave
.. d ies against Rollin~," Kr?ss said·.
tough 'Florida·· Southern;, was
Chafe ,occupy the third and fourth
_ Although the team is facing
keyed by ·steady performances
slots. ~omiding out the starters
. wha,t Krass calls "the strongest ·
from the entire squad~ Bu~ then ·., _f~r the team are Paul Marshall - .. schedule ever faced by a UCF ten·
.the Knights·· ran intp South
and Milce B~et. ,
nis team," the goal of the team is ~
Florida.
Although it takes excellent
. to reach the· Division II finals 'at
' :· ~tai'ters to field a competitive
South West 'fexas State in ].\lay.
The Division I school from . team, the key for the team may be
.. The tea.m .has been prac~icing
Tampa crushed the Knights 9-0.
its depth. Krass thinks tl?.is may , = since eatly 'J anuary and appears
Despit e the romp, men's coach
be UCF's forte .. - ·
_ .. , . -~.to be r~ady, to .undertak~ the
Eddie Krass found a bright spot.
Once again the Knights will be '. ! strength of the schedule.
.by Jeff Frederick
Future sports

no
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USFL notebook

Breakers, Generals cut rosters ·down to 70
UCF athletes
fare poorly in
USFL bids

Fairbanks,
Coury differ
in styles

The dream ended earlier this week
for three former UCF athletes. The
Tampa Bay Bandits cut former
Knight football stars Mike Sommer·
field and Bill Giovanetti when they
trimmed their -roster to 70 players .
Former UCF basketball standout
Roland Ebron was cut by the
Generals on Monday when they
reduced to 70. Former Knight defensive tackle, Ed Gantner was still
alive in the Tampa camp. The next
scheduled cut for USFL teams is
Feb. 20, when they cut down to a
maximum of 58 players.

by Lee Lerner
Sports editor

•

Although New Jersey Generals'
coach Chuck Fairbanks has stood
only a few yards away from Boston
Breakers' coach Dick Coury for the
last two weeks, their coaching styles
are miles apart.
While the Breakers prepared for
Saturday 'night's controlled scrimmage against The Tampa Bay Bandit;s in the Tangerine BowL New
Jersey head coach Chuck Fairbanks
worked his team on fundamentals.
Fairbanks hasn't sch~duled any exhibition·games for the Generals and
· he likes that format. "We have not
planned any scrimmages because I
think we'll be able to have some
practice sessions with some other
clubs in the area and accomplish the
saµie thing," he said.

•••
Both Boston head coach Dick
Coury and ~ ew Jersey head coach
Chuck Fairbanks deemed UCF' s
athletic facilities "great" for
holding a pre-season camp in. "The
new athletic facilities are outstanding," Fairbanks said. "They should
be a great asset to their athletic program."

Ann Ransom/Future

-

Generals' place kicker Dana Moore prepares to launch one in practice on
·the UCF soccer field.

"they're some guys who are out as anything I've ever been in in the
there who are not in as good a shape NFL," he said.
Coury said he's looking forward to
as they should be." To combat this
With less players to work with, off-season flabbiness, Fairbanks in- · Saturday's exhibition with Tampa
Fairbanks said he's concentrating sists on repetitions in the daily prac- ·Bay and feels that the game will
more on technique work and on tice drills, and some extra running give his team a chance to work on a
teaching the players the Generals' to condition those players. _
running and passing at~ack.
First of the three USFL exhibition
In the Breakers' camp, head coach Although it's early in the pre- games scheduled to be played in the
system.
He is pleased, for the most part, Dick Coury is very encouraged with season, Coury added that the Tangerine Bowl will be tomorrow
with the physical condition of the the progress his team has made in the players would be going all out in the night when Boston meets Tampa
.
Bay. Game time-is 8 p.m..
players in camp, but said that last two weeks. "It's as good a camp game.
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Roll ins-.----~-----------------..,_._____.;._____ from page 15
displayed was a welcomed sight.
Unfortunately the UCF-Rollins
matchup is fueled ~ainly because
it's the only real rivalry the univer·
sity's athletic program enjoys.

good support of a Division I basket;.

ball tmm. U!t's hope that UCF ath1etic
officials have taken not of this and
keep Bethune-Cookman on our
football schedule for a long time to
come. Remember, major sports
thrive on a good rivalry, and col·
lege foot ball is no exception.

True, the Bethune-CookmanUCF football contests are in a
budding hatred stage, but they do
not touch the animosity nor the
The United States Football
. enthusiasm that the Rollins-UCF feud
League
is considering using ABC
sparks. This enthusiasm, displayed at
n~twork
television cameras so that
both UCF-Rollins games this year,
game
officials
may view slow mois the type.that would make for

•••

where they-can slip in their next
commercial.
Pro sports do not need automa. Despite all the pretenses of prac- tion in officiating, nor does the
ticality, this is a foolish idea. Who
USFL need a gimmick like this one
will draw the line about what calls
to make a go. of it. The true test of
the league can only be time, and
are "controversial" and therefore
worth taking time out from the
polluting the tradition of pro
contest to review? Involving net·
sports with radical rule changes
work officials in the calls made in . will only expedite its downfall.
Hopefully ABC will kill this idea
pro grames is ludicrous. In effect,
and keep full authority in the
the league would be putting a
team's outcome in the hands of a ·
hands of men who have been doing
corporation who's major concern is such a great job all along.
tion instant replays to aid controversial calls.

Ultimate Knights take second
i·n Melbourne tourna.m ent
by Leslie Joseph
Contributing writer
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The UCF Ultimate Frisbee team
placed second in a tournament at
Florida Institute of Technology on
Jan. 29 in Melbourne.
The Knights' only loss was to
LSD, the hosting :Melbourne team.
The Knight's. final record for the day
was 3-1. The University of Florida
placed first in the tournament.
The Knights won their first game
11·10, over UFO, a local team made
up largely of UCF alumni. They lost
their next to LSD, 11-6, but bounced
back to rip the Tampa· Bay Bees,
11-4. In the Knight's final game, the
tea,m revenged its earlier loss to

How to be a romantic in an age of reason.

LSD by whipping them 7-4 in the
rematch.
-"The team did very well as far as
offense and defense goes,'' coach
Steve Fisher said. "We did more
than expected for only being able to
practice three times before the tournament. We _c ame out second and we
beat teams we've never beat
before,'' he said.
''This is our second year as a team;
we want to get a big jump on the
season, as this is only pre-season.
We expect to be really strong and
more organized,'' Fisher said.
The team's next scheduled tournament is at the University of Florida
in March.

Wrestlers eye
regionals with
·confidence
by Jeff Frederick
Future sports

•

GENERAL FOODS

e> General Foods Corp,oration 1983. .....___

__.

The UCF wrestling team travels
to the Division II regionals in Pembroke, North Carolina this weekend
to try and salvage what has been a
disasterous season.
The tearn has been plagued by key
injuries throughout most of the
season, and even though it enters
the regionals with a 3-10-1 record, ·
·coach John Rouse feels they can
still be competitive because several
matches were lost only by a couple
of points.
The squad has 15 freshmen and
only four graduating seniors. Three
of those seniors, 126-pound Nelson
Nicholls, 158-pound Mark Geary
and heavyweight Brain .Parker,
stand an excellent chance of placing
in the nationals, according to Rouse.
In addition, he feels that two
·u nderclassmen, 134·pound junior
Dave Savron and 177-pound junior
Jerry Harmer, also have excellent
chances of placing in the nationals.
Rouse singled out Harmer as "a
very tough kid with a lot of guts."
Besides the Knights, three other
teams will participate in the same
bracket. Rouse predicts a strong
showing, and said:''.We have faced a
lot better competition than these
other schools. Our main competition
will be against P.embrooke. ''
The advancement to the nationals
is determined on an individual basis.
Those wrestlers who place first at
the regional level earn the right to
proceed to the nationals. Rouse
thinks that the chance of landing a
spot in the top 20 is very realistic.
He added that the prestige of plac·
ing in the top 20 would be an extrez:iely effective recruiting tool.
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Gordon rule changes · GEP

UCF to increase math credit requirements
by Jim Easterling
Future news

The General Education Program
outlined in the 1983 UCF catalog
will require all students to take six
hours of math instead of three.
In 1981, Florida ·Legislators passed the Gordon Rule that requires
colleges to change their general
.education program. In addition to
the increase in math credits, the law
also requires students to take 12 ,
hours of English courses in which
th~ student writes at least 6,000

the ·r estricted electives section in the
Changes in the GE;P will not affect
current catalog and include the up-· students who are already studying
per division section.
under another catalog.

words per course. Sen. Jack Gordon of
Miami intrOcluced the legislation.

Dr. Frank J uge, associate vice
president of Academic Affairs, said
from page 1
that · UCF's current English requirements satisfy the rule.
right out of high school. He worked United Press Int.ernational wire serA new section of the GEP will be for papers in North Carolina and for vice before coming to the Orlando
named UCF Enhancement Options.
Sentinel 10 years ago.
Students will be given the option of
taking nine hours of upper division
classes outside their majors or two
sequential lower division courses in
a foreign language. This will replace
~~~~
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·EXPONENTIAL, -MY
DEAR WATSON
If you have arleast two years of graduate or undergraduate education ahead, and you keep getting clues
that your money is running short, then a two-year Air
Force ROTC scholarship may be the solution.
Currently we're seeking young men and women
who would like to serve their nation as Air Force Officers.
Consequently, if you're majoring in a selected technical/
~
non-technical scienttfic, nursing, or pre-m~dical field, or
can qualify for pilot, navigator, o~ missile training, then you
may be ellglble for a two-year Air Force ROTC scholarship. The
scholarship pays your tuition, lab fees, (plus incidental fees),
·
books, and $100 per month tax free. And even if you don"t qualify for the two-year scholarship, you still receive the $100 a
month while enrolled in the-.Air Force ROTC two-year program.
What do we ask in return? That you serve America at least four years as an Air Force. officer. Your Air Force ROTC counselor has the detail~ and quallficatlon requirements. Check it out. It might even_make your education finances seem elementary.

Professor of Aerospace Studies
Contact: HFA Bldg., Room 214
University of Central Florida

275-2264

· HOTC
Gateway to a great way of life.
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Faculty votes no .on pluses, mJnuses

Senate------------- from page a
denied Panlilio's appointment.
H()Wever, after a motion for reconsideration, spearheaded by senators
Burkett, Knox, St.an Halbert and Rob
Rotter, the senat;e reversed its vot;e
and allowed Panlilio to assume the
senat;e seat.
In other senate action:

A bill allocating $660 for Women's
Week 1983 passed unanimously.
Senators Sheri Harriman and Kiser
introduced the bill to help fund a week
to expand educational opportunities
for women outside the classroom.

The senat;e also passed an allocation

of $285 to fund the 1983 Health
Week. The bill, introduced by Sen.
Gena Middleton, will exhibit
mat;erials and equipment descriptive
of each health profession within the
oollege of Health.
Correction:
The Future incorrectly reported

that Sen. Robert Burkett introduced
legislation dealing with the 1983
Engineering Fair. The senator who in·
troduced the bill was Mary MacArthur.

Deadline:
Monday at Noon

for sale
Motocross boots exc. con ~ $40. 282-3804.

by Donna Howell

system.
The questionnaire offered faculty
participants the present A, B, C, D
UCF's letter-grading system will and F system, a letter system in·
remain intact and will not include eluding pluses, and a letter system
pluses or minuses, the faculty senate including pluses and minuses.
decided at their last session on Feb. Ellis said the plus and minus
3.
grading system is more common
Provost and Vice President of than . plus-only systems among
Academic Affairs Dr. Leslie Ellis, universities. He added that the pluswho had final say on the matter, ac· . only system did not seem absolutely
cepted the senate's decision after necessary. It had the potential for
results of a faculty q~estionnaire grade inflation and it could create
showed preference for the prese:nt extra work for instnictors.
Future news

eLASSIFIED
Superheroes are not dead; Max Dagger is
com ing .. . .

Roommate wanted to share 3-bdr. apt. 1/z
m. from Univ. $133/mo. & elect. Call Younus
or Luis, 275-6842.
f----------~----------1

he.JP Wanted

'78 Suzuki GS550. Very good condition. In·
eludes fairing, luggage rack, and helmet.
Only $799. Call 85&7114.

Single bed frame w/ head and footboard. National company is selecting UCF studenMaple wood. Excellent cond . $30. Call 851- ts to participate in its summer work
1805 after 5 PM.
program. Earn college credit and above
average money. Call 678-3062.
icker furniture, coffee table $15, 2 straight
chairs $10 ea , sma ll round night table $5. Part·tlme employee wanted to put up
posters on campus now and during 1982-83.
Call 851-1805after5PM.
2-10 ~our~month, $4.50/hr. Send name, adAtari 400 computer w/ 16K, program recor· dress, phone, class yr., etc. to Mr. Fenton,
der, BASIC and assembly cartridges. 3 152Temple ~t. , #701, New Haven, CT06510.
game cartridges (Missile Com ., Star
Raiders, Pacman), joysticks, and all Housekeeper/aide for elderly woman condocumentation . $300. Call Lee, 644-2362 fined to wheelchair. Tues., Thurs., Fri. 8:30eves.
4:30 PM. Phone 6n-11n, Mrs. King. $4/hr.
1979 Kawasaki 400. New chain, sprockets, WANTED : GRADUATES OR GRADUATING
SENIORS TO BE TOUR GUIDES FOR SCHOOL
tires. Asking $800. Call Dave, 273-9038.
GROUPS VISITING DISNEY WORLD. Needed:
1982 Toyota Corolla SR5 hard top black, friendly personality, avail. 4 days in a row.
SUPER PAY! No exp. necessary. CALL TOLL
671-6839.
FREE, 1-80().631-2241.
Sharp-looking pit bull pups, 8 wks. old , $60.
Unique Opportunity
Call 568-4818 or 568-2145.
Our company Is considering an Ori. area
1980 Yamaha Endure, excellent shape, office. We employ college-age ladleS' as
good for street or trail. $600. Call 282-2664.
hostesses for trade shows & conventions.
· Applicants must be 16 or older, considered
Camptralls backpack, large, frameless, attractive, · outgoing personality, free to
sllghtly used, good condition. 896-0518.
work pt. time. Send name, address, phone,
& recent snapshot to Models Unltd ., PO Box
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3362, Sarasota, · FL 33578. Interviews on
campus. Equal Opp. Employer.

roommates

MENl-WOMENI
JOBS ON SHIPS! American. Foreign . No exNeededl Female non-smoker to share a 2- perlence required . Excellent pay. Worldbdr. 2-bath apt. 10-15 minutes from UCF. wide travel. Summer Job or career. Send $3
Nice accommodations! Call Carol, 671- for Information. SEAFAX, Dept. C-5, Box 2049,
1n3.
Port Angeles, WA 98362.

The Puerto Rican-American Club Invites you
to Join us In social and cultural activities.
New membership Is open at all times. Find
out about services that may benefit you!
275-2653 or 273-7009.

typists
EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full time. Term
papers, theses, reports , resumes, etc .
Correction of spelling, grammar, punc ..
and editing included. Reasonable. Call
Bea, 678-1386.
Accurate TYPING, attractive/correct forms.
IBM Sel. II. Reasonable, minor editing. Exp.
In any/all Jobs. Call Martl-1 ml. from campus. 365-6874 by 7 AM or after ~:30 PM.
Typing service available, 11 years experience. Close to UCF. Call Denise, 2756257.
.
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction of spelling, grammar, punctuation.
Term papers, theses, dissertations, research
papers , resumes , and typing. All work
prepared on IBM display writers. Full-time
staff, all have college degrees. 24-hr. turnaround avall: 671-3007.
Computer word processing, customized
resumes, theses, term papers, reports, etc.
From $1 .50/pg . Call Jackie, 678-3173.
Fast, accurate typing. Reasonable rates. $5
minimum. Call Peggy or Fran at 696-9384 or

for rent
273-5610

personal

.f

ff • ·

Here's your chancel Great 2-bdrm. duplex
1h mi. from UCF. Wsh/csiry; d ishwsh; celling
fan & all other conveniences. Available the
end of Feb. Call Tom at 275-3241.

services

Gay Community Services of Central Florida
offering legal and medical referral, counseling, hot line with trained members &
.s:ieclal activities. For Information call THE1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 GAYS f843-4297).
.

Female needed to share· 3·bdrm./2-bath Does your club or organization need extra
Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist. 16 yrs.
condo. Low rent plus 1/3 costs. Call 331-5715. cash??? Interested, call 869-0776.
experience at low rates . Call DAY or
Condo is located In Altamonte Springs.
EVENINGS, 678-4360.
Home cleaners needed . Flex. hrs. $3.50/hr:
Male roommate wanted
to start. Call 671·7463, leave name & num·
2·bedroom 2·bath , Oakwood Villas Apt. ber w/ answering svc.
One third rent and utilities. Must be clean
and organized . Lake, pool, sauna , exercise 1--------------~--+
room , 5 miles to UCF. 331-6903.
Roommate needed to share 2-bedrm . 2bath duplex. Must be responsible, like f/I
music and animals. 15 min . from UCF. $165 To my husband Michael : You have all my
& 1h utilities. Available March 1. Call Karen love, all my life! Happy Valentines Day,
at 671-6614or 644-9494.
Joanne

Student Rate:
· 50 cents per line

Anyone Interested In starting up a Weight
Watchers class near campus, call Jan at
273·0990 or 273-6528.

843-7650.

•
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UNIVERSITY VILLAS
Furnished & Unfurnished SZ40·$265
2 Pools, Tennis Courts
On-site bus svc. to UCF & Colonial Mall

ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY
TESTS, LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy,
confidentiality guaranteed. Birth Control
Center, Inc., 725 N. Magnolia Ave.
Available by phone 24 hours a day: 4220606; or toll free 1-800-432-8517.
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control Information, pregnancy tests and counseling.
VD screening, low cost, confldential services.
Central Florida Women 's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando
898-0921

Ji(S
. .~oc
~ 'ftJJ. .
C::lzmc

Individual Con·/identlal Counseling
Gynecologists
Sp.e aker ServJce

2233 LEt RD. WINTER PARK.

62a-·040-5

Toll Free 800·432·5249

P~e20_ .

~Townhome Rentals
I

From$98.75 Per Person_
Based on quqd (4) occupancy per unit

CAMBRIDGE CIRCLE ATOWNHOMECOMMUNITY

Choose.One of
Two 2nd Floor Plans

·FEATURES
• · Burglar Aia.-m
• Mlcrowave (limited number)
.e Clothes Washer & Dryer
• 991 Square Feet
• Discount Rent
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SECOND FLOOR PLAN Adequate space for two single beds or one doub 1e bed and both
Master Suites are designed for separate use of bath, toilet and vanity.

Come See Our Model
You'll Like It! · ·

FIRST FLOOR PLAN Suggested furniture layout shows functional use of space and illustrates
workable traffic pattern. Furniture layouts are Design Consultant's suggestions only. Other
than specified appliances, the units will not be furnished.
.
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Located on Alafaya Trail midway
between University Blvd. and
AD\/\ NTAGE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATHON
SR 50, 1.1 miles south of the
UCF main entrance.

I

Call-Jan Now - (305) 273-0990
woooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooaoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo$00oooooooooooooooooooaooooo~

